ABOUT GET GROUP

For more than 30 years, GET Group has established a global reputation as a leading provider of security printing, physical security, business solutions, intelligent transportation systems and commercial card printing. Using state-of-the-art security systems, innovative hardware, and software applications, GET Group provides institutions, enterprises and more than 25 governments worldwide, with highly secure and durable travel and identification documents, integrated physical security systems, and mission-critical eProcess solutions.

Having been awarded the prestigious CMMI Level 5 international quality certification, the ISO 9001 standard for quality management, and the ISO 27001 standard for information security, GET Group provides its clients from the public and private sectors with a suite of customizable, integrated and reliable solutions, such as passport and ID personalization, Community ID, Premises Security, Intelligent Key and Asset Management, Long-Range Surveillance, Integrated Management Platform, Electronic Bill Presentation and Payment, Prepaid Applications, Medical Celina Management, Customs Management, Queue Management, Vehicle and Road Monitoring, Electronic Toll Collection, Automatic Vehicle Identification and Highway Traffic Management. In addition, GET Group’s line of commercial card printers ‘Heidi’ continues to empower many industries and sectors with unique printing capabilities and various personalization options at a low cost-per-card.

GET Group’s pioneering solutions, technological expertise, and wide integration capabilities help public sector organizations and private enterprises manage and optimize their processes and performance, thus providing them with a competitive advantage, synergies across their processes, and higher returns on operational investment.

COUNTRY REPRESENTATION

GET Group currently has nine Country Representation offices in United Arab Emirates, United States of America, Canada, Colombia, Egypt, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Qatar, China, and Syria. More offices are expected to open in new locations in affirmation of GET Group’s policy of expanding its reach and geographical footprint. These branch subsidiaries were established to build continuous local market knowledge and customer relations, to develop relevant innovative products and solutions, and to maintain high quality after-sales support.
Heidi is a new product line by GET Group to assist public and private sector organizations in card issuance and credential management. The Heidi line boasts advanced card-printing features covering the personalization and encoding of various card types in a cost-effective manner, thus leveraging GET Group’s expertise in the security printing and document issuance fields.

Heidi CP55 is a high-speed direct-to-card printer built to deliver innovative imaging and excellent printing quality at a competitive cost-per-card. It is a highly adaptable solution designed to serve many sectors within various user environments and card-issuance operations. Heidi CP55 is available in two models: CP55-S and CP55-D for single- and dual-side printing, and provides multiple options for protection against card tampering and fraud attempts with various personalization and encoding options. It supports the secure global EMV standard, ensuring the cards are interoperable with the global payment infrastructure.
GET SECURITY PRINTING

Hardware

GET Group empowers governments and institutions around the world with advanced personalization printers, laminators, and laser engravers built to deliver exceptional quality, durability, and security. The hardware solutions offered by GET Group incorporate the latest security printing technologies, in addition to their potential for integration with existing and third-party systems.

Projects in: United States of America | Canada | China | Dominican Republic | Mexico | Ukraine | Belarus | Netherlands | Ecuador | Mongolia | Kingdom of Saudi Arabia | Qatar | Sultanate of Oman | South Korea | Malaysia | Lesotho | Mauritius | Zimbabwe | Tanzania | Malawi

**eP600**

The eP600 ePassport thermal retransfer passport systems exclusively from GET Group incorporates high-resolution printing of 900dpi using solid pigment ink ribbon technology, innovative retransfer printing and multi-layer security features.

**eP600 Plus**

Combining the advanced thermal retransfer printing of eP600 with the convenience of the CP600 inkjet printer, eP600Plus emerges as the most advanced ePassport personalization solution combining two different printing technologies.

**CP500**

The CP500 card printer is the world's only desktop 900dpi pigment ink retransfer card printing solution. The CP500 leverages GET Group's 30+ years of proven experience in delivering highly secure passport and ID solutions for governments all over the globe.

**CP500LE**

The CP500LE system combines extraordinary 800dpi color pigment ink reverse thermal printing with complete laser engraving capabilities.

**CLM-50**

The CLM-50 card laser engraver is available as a standalone unit or in integration with the flagship card personalization printer CP500. It can be used for either single or dual-sided laser marking of ID cards. It is ideal for the issuance of government credentials, as well as cards with complex security requirements.

**CLM-20**

The CLM-20 desktop card laser engraver delivers exceptional laser engraving capabilities in a compact and lightweight design. With its optional accessories like MU/CJ engraving and encoding, the CLM-20 will produce the most secure polycarbonate, laser engraved card in the market. It is ideal for the issuance of government credentials, as well as cards with complex security requirements.

**CL50**

The CP500 card personalization solution is optionally available with the CL50 Card Laminator to provide a secure laminate layer using the advanced direct heating technology. The extra-secure layer protects cards against counterfeit and physical wear.

**CP55-K**

A high-capacity, easy-service card printer in a compact design suitable for various self-service kiosk applications. CP55-K supports multiple card types and is designed to fit into various types of self-service kiosks.

**eCabNet**

The eCabNet is an automated system for storing and dispensingid Passport and ID cards. The system incorporates automated document recognition during the check-in process, and an intelligent check-out process including user identification, biometrics verification, document retrieval, and dispensing.
GET SECURITY PRINTING

Software
GET Group provides clients with smart software solutions that simplify and consolidate security document personalization and issuance operations. GET Group’s Security Printing software systems are designed for the simple management of all aspects of credential issuance, from enrollment to printing, and have been successfully implemented in many countries across the globe in centralized and decentralized issuance environments.

Projects in: United States of America | Canada | China | Dominican Republic | Mexico | Ukraine | Belarus | Netherlands | Ecuador | Mongolia | Kingdom of Saudi Arabia | Qatar | Sultanate of Oman | South Korea | Malaysia | Latvia | Mauritius | Zimbabwe | Tanzania | Malawi

SDIS
GET SDIS is a comprehensive, end-to-end solution designed to manage, automate and facilitate the production of secure government-issued documents. The solution conforms to the complex security and durability requirements outlined by governments and international organizations for the production of ePassports and ID cards.

eNational ID
GET Group’s eNational ID merges the latest identification technologies and field skills along with smart card and biometric technologies within an integrated National ID platform.

eDLVR
GET eDLVR is a web-based and modular solution designed to consolidate and simplify the various processes involved in vehicle registration and the issuance of driving licenses. The solution empowers traffic police departments with an intelligent and secure mechanism that supports online registration and enrollment. The solution is additionally available with a mobile application that can be published under the government’s eServices platform.

ePass
GET Group’s ePass is a fully integrated system consisting of separate modules working collectively to enhance border security, enforce border control measures and process ID and travel documents with great efficiency.

GET Identity
GET Identity software is a simple, reliable and cost-effective card personalization system developed to assist public and private institutions in card issuance at various levels of security and complexity, such as student and employee ID cards, access cards, loyalty programs and insurance cards.

ePASSPORT SDK
GET ePASSPORT SDK is a comprehensive and powerful programming library that enables the creation and customization of the necessary applications towards personalizing ePassports on GET Group’s ePassport printer.
GET PHYSICAL SECURITY

GET Group’s Physical Security solutions guarantee reliable security, round-the-clock surveillance, and access control, as well as asset and personnel monitoring and control. The systems’ components were carefully engineered to cover security requirements with efficiency and resilience, whether the subject is a building, campus, inspection point or a strategic site.

Projects in: United Arab Emirates | Egypt | Kingdom of Saudi Arabia | Qatar

GET Community ID

GET Community ID is an integrated, one-to-one solution that addresses a wide range of critical functions and processes within organizations, including securing premises and structures, managing people and vehicle access, electronic payment, and monitoring time and attendance.

GET Premises Security

GET Premises Security solution secures premises by managing access of people and vehicles and monitoring movement and events around the clock through advanced software and state-of-the-art hardware.

GET Intelligent Key and Asset Management

GET Intelligent Key and Asset Management systems empower users to manage, secure and audit access to physical keys as well as assets such as laptops, tablets, PDAs, radio transceivers and weapons. The multifactor authentication system allows only authorized users to access annulled keys and assets, generates real-time notifications and audited history, and enables centralized management.

GET Long Range Surveillance

GET Long Range Surveillance is a real-time evidential surveillance and situational awareness solution used to monitor and protect land and maritime borders, as well as strategic assets. The solution combines radar systems and surveillance cameras, as well as highly integrative software.
GET BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

GET Group’s business solutions are designed to tackle and rectify the deficiencies of business processes, workflow and management that naturally arise in medium to large enterprises and governmental authorities. GET Group’s team of experts work to ensure that each solution will seamlessly integrate with the client’s legacy or third party systems, providing a suite of customizable, reliable and cost-effective solutions.

Projects in: United Arab Emirates | Syria | Egypt | Qatar | Ghana

GET IMPACT
GET IMPACT is an integrated, hybrid and scalable platform designed to help organizations successfully achieve their business goals through a set of critical functions, such as process automation, content and document management, data capture, reporting and analysis.

GET Electronic Bill Presentment & Payment
GET Electronic Bill Presentment & Payment securely connects billers to payers. It provides billers with a fast and cost-effective revenue collection platform, and payers with a wide range of convenient channels and payment methods.

GET Prepaid
GET Prepaid eliminates the use of cash and cheques. It is an open, modular, and scalable system that facilitates payments through various channels and methods, and utilizes internationally certified cryptography algorithms to protect clients against fraud.

GET Medical Claims Management
GET Medical Claims Management automates the process of healthcare-related benefits and claims management, through a reliable and secure platform that connects insurance payers, health providers and patients.

GET Queue Management System
GET Queue Management System enriches customer experience at key touchpoints and service branches with fully fledged, turnkey and customer-centric tools to effectively measure, manage and organize customer queues and streamline customer flow within image and virtual queueing models.

GET Customs Management (ADVANCE®)
GET Customs Management (ADVANCE®) is an integrated, modular solution designed to streamline and facilitate the customs processes through a unified platform compliant with international standards and conventions.

GET mID
GET mID is a digital identity solution offering a convenient and instant alternative to physical identification documents. The solution is based in two mobile-based applications that simplify the processes of authentication and identification using CAO, ISO and AAMVA-configured identity security specifications. GET mID is GET Group’s latest contribution to the field of identity security.
GET INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

GET Group’s ITS solutions are built upon leading technologies to increase the safety on highways, improve road security, reduce traffic congestions, and protect road infrastructure. This suite of solutions sets the foundation for a fully integrated intelligent transportation system combining advanced hardware and innovative software through robust communication channels, thus establishing a platform to save lives and protect investment, energy and the environment.

Projects in: Egypt

GET Vehicle and Road Monitoring

GET Vehicle and Road Monitoring is designed to assist and empower law enforcement agencies in surveillance, identification of blacklisted vehicles and crime prevention efforts. The solution’s single design incorporates advanced, market-leading Automatic Plate Number Recognition cameras, surveillance cameras, body-worn cameras and innovative software.

GET Electronic Toll Collection (ETC)

Designed to address the need for better utilisation of road infrastructure and the reduction of traffic congestions, GET ETC provides an advanced and cost-effective solution for road charging by incorporating a range of state-of-the-art tolling technologies addressing diverse user needs. In addition to traditional plazas systems, GET ETC offers multi-lane, free-flow road tolling, as well as fully scalable, gantry-free GPS-based tolling.

GET Automatic Vehicle Identification System (AVIS)

GET AVIS leverages a combination of advanced software and hardware for immediate vehicle identification and detection at key locations. The system uses automatic number plate recognition and long-range RFID technologies to remotely identify vehicles even if travelling at high speeds, thus advancing traffic flow management and highly increasing national security and public safety.

GET Highway Traffic Management System (HTMS)

GET Group’s HTMS integrates multiple subsystems to streamline traffic flow and increase safety on highways. Real-time traffic data from different subsystems are aggregated into Traffic Management and Control Centers (TMCC) where they are processed and analyzed, triggering pre-defined actions and scenarios to handle dynamic traffic situations. The solution is open, modular, reliable and scalable across multiple TMCCs, thus managing multiple roads, and empowering traffic operators with the most effective and intelligent tools to improve traffic flow.